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LAB OBJECTIVES:

❖ To learn the importance of designing an algorithm in an effective way by considering space and time complexity

❖ To learn divide and conquer strategy based algorithms

❖ To learn greedy method based algorithms

❖ To learn the dynamic programming design techniques

❖ To develop Recursive backtracking algorithms

❖ To learn graph search and network flow algorithms

COURSE PREREQUISITES: Expected Prior Knowledge and Skills: Proficiency in a C & C++ programming language, basic program design concepts (e.g, pseudo code), proof techniques, familiarity with trees and graph data structures, familiarity with basic algorithms such as those for searching, and sorting, knowledge of Discrete Structures as minimum cost spanning trees.
INTRODUCTION TO DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF ALGORITHMS

An algorithm is a set of steps of operations to solve a problem performing calculation, data processing, and automated reasoning tasks. It is an efficient method that can be expressed within finite amount of time and space. An algorithm is the best way to represent the solution of a particular problem in a very simple and efficient way. If we have an algorithm for a specific problem, then we can implement it in any programming language, meaning that the algorithm is independent from any programming languages.

Algorithm Design:
The important aspects of algorithm design include creating an efficient algorithm to solve a problem in an efficient way using minimum time and space. To solve a problem, different approaches can be followed. Some of them can be efficient with respect to time consumption, whereas other approaches may be memory efficient. However, one has to keep in mind that both time consumption and memory usage cannot be optimized simultaneously.

Problem Development Steps: The following steps are involved in solving computational problems.
- Problem definition
- Development of a model
- Specification of an Algorithm
- Designing an Algorithm
- Checking the correctness of an Algorithm
- Analysis of an Algorithm
- Implementation of an Algorithm
- Program testing
- Documentation

Characteristics of Algorithms: The main characteristics of algorithms are as follows:
- Algorithms must have a unique name
- Algorithms should have explicitly defined set of inputs and outputs
- Algorithms are well-ordered with unambiguous operations
- Algorithms halt in a finite amount of time. Algorithms should not run for infinity, i.e., an algorithm must end at some point
Algorithm Analysis: Algorithm analysis is an important part of computational complexity theory, which provides theoretical estimation for the required resources of an algorithm to solve a specific computational problem. Analysis of algorithms is the determination of the amount of time and space resources required to execute it.

The Need for Analysis: Algorithms are often quite different from one another, though the objectives of these algorithms are the same. Analysis of algorithm is the process of analyzing the problem-solving capability of the algorithm in terms of the time and size required. Generally, the following types of analysis are performed –

- Worst-case – the maximum number of steps taken on any instance of size a.
- Best-case – the minimum number of steps taken on any instance of size a.
- Average case – the average number of steps taken on any instance of size a.

Complexity of an algorithm is analyzed in two perspectives: Time and Space:

Time Complexity: It’s a function describing the amount of time required to run an algorithm in terms of the size of the input.

Space Complexity: It’s a function describing the amount of memory an algorithm takes in terms of the size of input to the algorithm.

Asymptotic Notations: Execution time of an algorithm depends on the instruction set, processor speed, disk I/O speed, etc. Hence, we estimate the efficiency of an algorithm asymptotically. Different types of asymptotic notations are used to represent the complexity of an algorithm. Following asymptotic notations are used to calculate the running time complexity of an algorithm.

- O – Big Oh
- Ω – Big omega
- θ – Big theta
- o – Little Oh
- ω – Little omega
Algorithm Design Techniques: The following is a list of several popular design approaches:

- Recursive
- Divide and Conquer
- Dynamic Programming
- Greedy Technique
- Brute Force
- Backtracking
- Branch and Bound

Recursive Algorithm: This is one of the most interesting Algorithms as it calls itself with a smaller value as inputs which it gets after solving for the current inputs. In simpler words, it’s an Algorithm that calls itself repeatedly until the problem is solved.

Problems such as the Tower of Hanoi or DFS of a Graph can be easily solved by using these Algorithms.

Divide and Conquer: This is another effective way of solving many problems. In Divide and Conquer algorithms, divide the algorithm into two parts; the first parts divide the problem on hand into smaller sub problems of the same type. Then, in the second part, these smaller problems are solved and then added together (combined) to produce the problem’s final solution.

Problems such as Binary Search, Quick Sort, and Merge Sort can be solved using this technique.

Dynamic Programming: These algorithms work by remembering the results of the past run and using them to find new results. In other words, a dynamic programming algorithm solves complex problems by breaking them into multiple simple sub problems and then it solves each of them once and then stores them for future use. Dynamic Programming is frequently related to Optimization Problems.

Problems such as Multistage Graphs, Optimal Binary Search Tress can be solved using this technique.

Greedy Technique: This is used to solve the optimization problem. An optimization problem is one in which there is a given a set of input values, which are required either to be maximized or minimized (known as objective), i.e. some constraints or conditions. It always makes the choice (greedy criteria) looks best at the moment, to optimize a given objective. It doesn't always guarantee the optimal solution however it generally produces a solution that is very close in value to the optimal.
Problems such as Kruskal’s Minimum Spanning Tree (MST), Prim's Minimal Spanning Tree, Dijkstra's Minimal Spanning Tree and Knapsack Problem can be solved using this technique.

**Brute Force Algorithm:** This is one of the simplest algorithms in the concept. A brute force algorithm blindly iterates all possible solutions to search one or more than one solution that may solve a function. Think of brute force as using all possible combinations of numbers to open a safe.

Problems such as Selection Sort, convex hull can be solved using this technique.

**Backtracking Algorithm:** Backtracking is a technique to find a solution to a problem in an incremental approach. It solves problems recursively and tries to solve a problem by solving one piece of the problem at a time. If one of the solutions fails, we remove it and backtrack to find another solution. In other words, a backtracking algorithm solves a sub problem, and if it fails to solve the problem, it undoes the last step and starts again to find the solution to the problem. N-Queens problem is one good example to see Backtracking algorithm in action.

**Branch and Bound:** In Branch & Bound algorithm a given sub problem, which cannot be bounded, has to be divided into at least two new restricted sub problems. Branch and Bound algorithm are methods for global optimization in non-convex problems. Branch and Bound algorithms can be slow, however in the worst case they require effort that grows exponentially with problem size.
INTRODUCTION OF THE LANGUAGE

C++ is a middle-level programming language developed by Bjarne Stroustrup starting in 1979 at Bell Labs. C++ runs on a variety of platforms, such as Windows, Mac OS, and the various versions of UNIX. C++ is a powerful general-purpose programming language. It can be used to develop operating systems, browsers, games, and so on. C++ supports different ways of programming like procedural, object-oriented, functional, and so on. This makes C++ powerful as well as flexible.

Applications of C++ Programming:

- Application Software Development - C++ programming has been used in developing almost all the major Operating Systems like Windows, Mac OSX and Linux. Apart from the operating systems, the core parts of many browsers like Mozilla Firefox and Chrome have been written using C++. C++ also has been used in developing the most popular database system called MySQL.
- Programming Languages Development - C++ has been used extensively in developing new programming languages like C#, Java, JavaScript, Perl, UNIX’s C Shell, PHP and Python, and Verilog etc.
- Computation Programming - C++ is the best friends of scientists because of fast speed and computational efficiencies.
- Games Development - C++ is extremely fast which allows programmers to do procedural programming for CPU intensive functions and provides greater control over hardware, because of which it has been widely used in development of gaming engines.
- Embedded System - C++ is being heavily used in developing Medical and Engineering Applications like software for MRI machines, high-end CAD/CAM systems etc.

Several C++ compilers available and that can be used to compile and run are as follows:

- Apple C++
- Bloodshed Dev-C++
- Clang C++
- Cygwin (GNU C++)
- Mentor Graphics
- GNU CC source
- IBM C++
- Intel C++
- Microsoft Visual C++
- Oracle C++
- HP C++
DETAILS ABOUT THE SOFTWARE USED

Dev-C++ is a full-featured C and C++ Integrated Development Environment (IDE) for Windows platforms. Millions of developers, students and researchers use Dev-C++ since the first version was released in 1998. It has been featured in dozens of C++ and scientific books and remains one of the favorite learning tools among universities & schools worldwide.

LINK TO DOWNLOAD THE SOFTWARE:  
https://sourceforge.net/projects/dev-cpp/
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**Course Objectives**

- To learn the importance of designing an algorithm in an effective way by considering space and time complexity.
- To learn graph search algorithms.
- To study network flow and linear programming problems.
- To learn the dynamic programming design techniques.
- To develop recursive backtracking algorithms.

**Course Outcomes**

After completing this course, the student will be able to:

- Design an algorithm in a effective manner.
- Apply iterative and recursive algorithms.
- Design iterative and recursive algorithms.
- Implement optimization algorithms for specific applications.
- Design optimization algorithms for specific applications.

1. Sort a given set of elements using the Quicksort method and determine the time required to sort the elements. Repeat the experiment for different values of n, the number of elements in the list to be sorted and plot a graph of the time taken versus n. The elements can be read from a file or can be generated using the random number generator.

2. Using OpenMP, implement a parallelized Merge Sort algorithm to sort a given set of elements and determine the time required to sort the elements. Repeat the experiment for different values of n, the number of elements in the list to be sorted and plot a graph of the time taken versus n. The elements can be read from a file or can be generated using the random number generator.

3. a. Obtain the Topological ordering of vertices in a given digraph.
   b. Compute the transitive closure of a given directed graph using Warshall's algorithm.

4. Implement 0/1 Knapsack problem using Dynamic Programming.

5. From a given vertex in a weighted connected graph, find shortest paths to other vertices using Dijkstra's algorithm.

6. Find Minimum Cost Spanning Tree of a given undirected graph using Kruskal's algorithm.

7. a. Print all the nodes reachable from a given starting node in a digraph using BFS method.
   b. Check whether a given graph is connected or not using DFS method.

8. Find a subset of a given set $S = \{s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_n\}$ of n positive integers whose sum is equal to a given positive integer $d$. For example, if $S= \{1, 2, 5, 6, 8\}$ and $d = 9$ there are two solutions $\{1, 2, 6\}$ and $\{1, 8\}$. A suitable message is to be displayed if the given problem instance doesn't have a solution.

9. Implement any scheme to find the optimal solution for the Traveling Salesperson problem and then solve the same problem instance using any approximation algorithm and determine the error in the approximation.


11. Implement All-Pairs Shortest Paths Problem using Floyd's algorithm.

12. Implement N Queen's problem using Back Tracking.
# LIST OF LAB PROGRAMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SNO</th>
<th>PROGRAM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Sort a given set of elements using the Quick sort method and determine the time required to sort the elements. Repeat the experiment for different values of n, the number of elements in the list to be sorted. The elements can be read from a file or can be generated using the random number generator.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Implement a Merge Sort algorithm to sort a given set of elements and determine the time required to sort the elements. Repeat the experiment for different values of n, the number of elements in the list to be sorted. The elements can be read from a file or can be generated using the random number generator.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>A) Obtain the Topological ordering of vertices in a given digraph. &lt;br&gt; B) Compute the transitive closure of a given directed graph using Warshall's algorithm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Implement 0/1 Knapsack problem using Dynamic Programming.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>From a given vertex in a weighted connected graph, find shortest paths to other vertices using Dijkstra’s algorithm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Find Minimum Cost Spanning Tree of a given undirected graph using Kruskal’s algorithm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>A) Print all the nodes reachable from a given starting node in a digraph using BFS method. &lt;br&gt; B) Check whether a given graph is connected or not using DFS method.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Find a subset of a given set $S = {s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_N}$ of n positive integers whose sum is equal to a given positive integer d. For example, if $S= {1, 2, 5, 6, 8}$ and $d = 9$ there are two solutions ${1,2,6}$ and ${1,8}$. A suitable message is to be displayed if the given problem instance doesn't have a solution.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Implement any scheme to find the optimal solution for the Traveling Salesperson problem and then solve the same problem instance using any approximation algorithm and determine the error in the approximation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Find Minimum Cost Spanning Tree of a given undirected graph using Prim’s algorithm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Implement All-Pairs Shortest Paths Problem using Floyd's algorithm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>Implement N Queen's problem using Back Tracking.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Program Number 1:
Sort a given set of elements using the Quick sort method and determine the
time required to sort the elements. Repeat the experiment for different values
of n, the number of elements in the list to be sorted and plot a graph of the
time taken versus n. The elements can be read from a file or can be
generated using the random number generator.

Quick Sort is a Divide and Conquer algorithm. It picks an element as pivot and
partitions the given array around the picked pivot. There are many different
versions of quick Sort that pick pivot in different ways.
- Always pick first element as pivot.
- Always pick last element as pivot (implemented below)
- Pick a random element as pivot.
- Pick median as pivot.

The key process in quick Sort is partition (). Target of partition() is, given an array
and an element x of array as pivot, put x at its correct position in sorted array and
put all smaller elements (smaller than x) before x, and put all greater elements
(greater than x) after x.

```
1 Algorithm Partition(a,m,p)
2 // Within a[m],a[m+1],... ,a[p-1]the elements are
3 // rearranged in such a manner that if initially t = a[m],
4 // then after completion a[q] = t for some q between m
5 // and p-1,a[k] ≤ t for m ≤ k < q, and a[k] ≥ t
6 // for q <k <p. q is returned. Set a[p] = ∞.
7 {
8     v:=a[m]; i:=m; j :=p;
9     repeat
10         {
11             repeat
12                 i:=i+1;
13                 until(a[i] > v);
14             repeat
15                 j: =j-1;
16                 until (a[j] <v);
17                 if (i <j) then Interchange(a,i,j);
18             } until(i >= j);
19     a[m] :=a[j]; a[j] :=v; return j;
20}
```
1 Algorithm Interchange (a,i,j)
2 // Exchange a[i] with a[j].
3 {
4 p := a[i];
5 a[i] := a[j]; a[j] := p;
6 }

1 Algorithm QuickSort(p, q)
2 // Sorts the elements a[p],..., a[q] which reside in the global
3 // array a[1:n] into ascending order; a[n+1] is considered to
4 // be defined and must be >= all the elements in a[1:n].
5 {
6 if (p < q) then // If there are more than one element
7 {
8 // divide P into two sub problems.
9 j := Partition(a,p, q + 1);
10 // j is the position of the partitioning element.
11 // Solve the sub problems.
12 QuickSort(p,j - 1);
13 QuickSort(j + 1,q);
14 // There is no need for combining solutions.
15 }
16 }

Complexity:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Best case</th>
<th>Average case</th>
<th>Worst case</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O (n log n)</td>
<td>O (n log n)</td>
<td>O (n^2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PROGRAM:

```cpp
#include<iostream>
#include<ctime>
#include<stdlib.h>
#include<dos.h>
#define max 500
using namespace std;

void qsort(int [], int, int);
int partition(int [], int, int);

int main()
{
    int a[max], i, n;
    clock_t s, e, z;
    s = clock();
    cout << "Enter the value of n:";
    cin >> n;
    for (i = 0; i < n; i++)
        a[i] = rand() % 100;
    cout << "The array elements before\n";
    for (i = 0; i < n; i++)
        cout << a[i] << "t";
    qsort(a, 0, n - 1);
    cout << "Elements of the array after sorting are:\n";
    for (i = 0; i < n; i++)
        cout << a[i] << "t";
    e = clock();
    z = e - s;
    cout << "Time taken:" << z / CLOCKS_PER_SEC << " seconds";
}

void qsort(int a[], int low, int high)
{
    int j;
    if (low < high)
    {
        j = partition(a, low, high);
        qsort(a, low, j - 1);
        qsort(a, j + 1, high);
    }
```
int partition(int a[], int low, int high) {
    int pivot, i, j, temp;
    pivot = a[low];
    i = low + 1;
    j = high;
    while (1) {
        while (pivot > a[i] && i <= high)
            i++;
        while (pivot < a[j])
            j--;
        if (i < j) {
            temp = a[i];
            a[i] = a[j];
            a[j] = temp;
        } else {
            temp = a[j];
            a[j] = a[low];
            a[low] = temp;
            return j;
        }
    }
}
**Program Number 2:**

Implement a parallelized Merge Sort algorithm to sort a given set of elements and determine the time required to sort the elements. Repeat the experiment for different values of \( n \), the number of elements in the list to be sorted and plot a graph of the time taken versus \( n \). The elements can be read from a file or can be generated using the random number generator.

Merge Sort is a Divide and Conquer algorithm. It divides the input array into two halves, calls itself for the two halves, and then merges the two sorted halves. The Merge() function is used for merging two halves. The Mergesort() is a key process that sorts the \( A[1..m] \) and \( A[m+1..r] \) into two sorted sub-arrays.

```java
1 Algorithm MergeSort(low,high)
2 // a[low :high]is a global array to be sorted.
3 // Small(P) is true if there is only one element
4 // to sort. In this case the list is already sorted.
5 {
6     if (low < high) then //If there are more than one element
7         // Divide P into sub problems.
8         // Find where to split the set.
9         mid:=[(low+high)/2];
10        // Solve the sub problems.
11        MergeSort(low, mid);
12        MergeSort(mid+1 ,high);
13        // Combine the solutions.
14        Merge(low,mid,high);
15     }
16 }
```
Algorithm Merge(low, mid, high)

//a[low:high] is a global array containing two sorted subsets in a[low:mid] and in a[mid+1:high]. The goal is to merge these two sets into a single set residing in a[low:high]. b[] is an auxiliary global array.

{ 
    h := low; i := low; j := mid + 1;
    while ((h <= mid) and (j <= high)) do 
    { 
        if (a[h] <= a[j]) then 
            b[i] := a[h]; h := h + 1;
        else 
            b[i] := a[j]; j := j + 1;
        i := i + 1;
    }
    if (h > mid) then 
        for k := j to high do 
            b[i] := a[k]; i := i + 1;
    else 
        for k := h to mid do 
            b[i] := a[k]; i := i + 1;
    for k := low to high do a[k] := b[k];
}

Complexity:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Best case</th>
<th>Average case</th>
<th>Worst case</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O (nlogn)</td>
<td>O (nlogn)</td>
<td>O (n^2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
#include<time.h>
#include<stdlib.h>
#include<iostream>
#define max 100
using namespace std;

void mergesort(int a[100], int low, int high);  
void merge(int a[100], int low, int mid, int high);

int a[max];

int main()
{
    int i, n;
    clock_t s, e, z;
    s = clock();
    cout << "Enter the no. of elements\n";
    cin >> n;
    cout << "Elements of the array before sorting\n";
    for (i = 0; i < n; i++)
    {
        a[i] = rand() % 1000;
        cout << a[i] << "\t";
    }
    mergesort(a, 0, n - 1);
    cout << "\nElements of the array after sorting\n";
    for (i = 0; i < n; i++)
    {  
        cout << a[i] << "\t";
    }
    e = clock();
    z = e - s;
    cout << "\nthe time taken=""<<z/CLOCKS_PER_SEC<<"seconds";
}

void mergesort(int a[100], int low, int high)
{
    int mid;
    if (high > low)
    {
        mid = (low + high) / 2;
        mergesort(a, low, mid);
        mergesort(a, mid + 1, high);
        merge(a, low, mid, high);
    }
void merge(int a[100], int low, int mid, int high)
{
    int h = low, j = mid + 1, i = low, b[2 * max], k;
    while ((h <= mid) && (j <= high))
    {
        if (a[h] <= a[j])
        {
            b[i] = a[h];
            h = h + 1;
        }
        else
        {
            b[i] = a[j];
            j = j + 1;
        }
        i = i + 1;
    }
    if (h > mid)
    {
        for (k = j; k <= high; k++)
        {
            b[i] = a[k];
            i++;
        }
    }
    else
    {
        for (k = h; k <= mid; k++)
        {
            b[i] = a[k];
            i++;
        }
    }
    for (k = low; k <= high; k++)
    {
        a[k] = b[k];
    }
}
Program Number 3(a):
Obtain the Topological ordering of vertices in a given digraph.

Topological Ordering is based on decrease and conquer technique a vertex with no incoming edges is selected and deleted along with no incoming edges is selected and deleted along with the outgoing edges. If there are several vertices with no incoming edges arbitrarily a vertex is selected. The order in which the vertices are visited and deleted one by one results in topological ordering.
1) Find the vertices whose in degree is zero and place them on to the stack
2) Pop a vertex u and it is the task to be done
3) Add the vertex u to the solution vector
4) Find the vertices v adjacent to vertex u. The vertices v represents the jobs which depend on job u
5) Decrement in degree[v] gives the number of depended jobs of v is reduced by one.

Algorithm Topological(a[],n,T[])
1// obtains the sequence of jobs to be executed resulting in topological order
2// a[]-adjacency matrix of the given graph
3// n-the number of vertices in the graph
4// T[]-indicates the jobs that are to be executed in the order
5{
6    for j:=0 to n-1 do
7        { sum:=0;
8            for i:=0 to n-1 do
9                sum:=sum+a[i][j];
10            top :=-1;
11            for i:= 0 to n-1 do
12                { if(indegree [i]==0) then
13                    { top := top+1;
14                        s[top]:= i ;
15                    }
16                }
17            while(top!=1) do
18                { u:=s[top] ;
19                    top:=top-1;
20                }
21            Add u to solution vector T For each vertex v adjacent to u, decrement indegree [v] by one
22    }
23}
if(indegree [v]==0) then
{
top:=top+1;
s[top]:=v;
}
return T;

**Complexity:** Complexity of topological sort is given by $\Theta [V+E]$. 
PROGRAM:

#include<iostream>
using namespace std;
void findindegree(int [10][10],int[10],int);
void topological(int,int [10][10]);
int main()
{
    int a[10][10],i,j,n;
    cout<<"Enter the number of nodes:"
    cin>>n;
    cout<<"nEnter the adjacency matrix\n"
    for(i=1;i<=n;i++)
        for(j=1;j<=n;j++)
            cin>>a[i][j];
    cout<<"nThe adjacency matirx is:\n"
    for(i=1;i<=n;i++)
    { 
    for(j=1;j<=n;j++)
        
        cout<<a[i][j]<<"t"
    } 
    
    cout<<"n"
    } 
    topological(n,a);
} 
void findindegree(int a[10][10],int indegree[10],int n)
{
    int i,j,sum;
    for(j=1;j<=n;j++)
        
        sum=0;
    for(i=1;i<=n;i++)
        
        sum=sum+a[i][j];
    indegree[j]=sum;
}
void topological(int n,int a[10][10])
int k, top, t[100], i, stack[20], u, v, indegree[20];
k = 1;
top = -1;
findindegree(a, indegree, n);
for (i = 1; i <= n; i++)
{
    if (indegree[i] == 0)
    {
        stack[++top] = i;
    }
}
while (top != -1)
{
    u = stack[top--];
    t[k++] = u;
    for (v = 1; v <= n; v++)
    {
        if (a[u][v] == 1)
        {
            indegree[v]--;
            if (indegree[v] == 0)
            {
                stack[++top] = v;
            }
        }
    }
}
cout << "\nTopological sequence is\n";
for (i = 1; i <= n; i++)
cout << t[i] << "\t";
Program Number 3(b):
Compute the transitive closure of a given directed graph using Warshall's algorithm.

The transitive closure of a directed graph with $n$ vertices can be defined as the $n$-by-$n$ Boolean matrix $T=\{t_{ij}\}$, in which the element in the $i^{th}$ row($1\leq i\leq n$) and $j^{th}$ column($1\leq j\leq n$) is 1 if there exists a non trivial directed path from $i^{th}$ vertex to $j^{th}$ vertex, otherwise, $t_{ij}$ is 0. Warshall’s algorithm constructs the transitive closure of a given digraph with $n$ vertices through a series of $n$-by-$n$ boolean matrices: $R^{(0)}, \ldots, R^{(k-1)}, R^{(k)}$, \ldots, $R^{(n)}$ where, $R^{(0)}$ is the adjacency matrix of digraph and $R^{(1)}$ contains the information about paths that use the first vertex as intermediate. In general, each subsequent matrix in series has one more vertex to use as intermediate for its path than its predecessor. The last matrix in the series $R^{(n)}$ reflects paths that can use all $n$ vertices of the digraph as intermediate and finally transitive closure is obtained. The central point of the algorithm is that we compute all the elements of each matrix $R^{(k)}$ from its immediate predecessor $R^{(k-1)}$ in series.

Algorithm Warshall(A[1..n,1..n])
//Implements Warshall’s algorithm for computing the transitive closure
//Input: The Adjacency matrix A of a digraph with n vertices
//Output: The transitive closure of digraph
{
    R^{(0)}:= A
    for k := 1 to n do
    {
        for i := 1 to n do
        {
            for j := 1 to n do
            {
                R^{(k)}[i,j] := R^{(k-1)}[i,j] or R^{(k-1)}[i,k] and R^{(k-1)}[k,j]
            }
        }
    }
    return R^{(n)}
}

Complexity: The time efficiency of Warshall’s algorithm is in $\Theta(n^3)$. 
#include<iostream>
using namespace std;
void warshall(int[][10][int],int);
int main()
{
    int a[10][10],i,j,n;
    cout<<"Enter the number of nodes:";
    cin>>n;
    cout<<\nEnter the adjacency matrix:\n";
    for(i=1;i<=n;i++)
    for(j=1;j<=n;j++)
    cin>>a[i][j];
    cout<<\nThe adjacency matrix is:\n";
    for(i=1;i<=n;i++)
    {
        for(j=1;j<=n;j++)
        {
            cout<<a[i][j]<<\t";
        }
        cout<<\n";
    }
    warshall(a,n);
}
void warshall(int p[][10][int],int n)
{
    int i,j,k;
    for(k=1;k<=n;k++)
    {
        for(j=1;j<=n;j++)
        {
            for(i=1;i<=n;i++)
            {
                if((p[i][j]==0) && (p[i][k]==1) && (p[k][j]==1))
                {
                    p[i][j]=1;
                }
            }
        }
    }
}
cout<<"\nThe path matrix is:\n";
for(i=1;i<=n;i++)
{
    for(j=1;j<=n;j++)
    {
        cout<<p[i][j]<<"\t";
    }
    cout<<"\n";
}
Program Number 4: Implement 0/1 Knapsack problem using Dynamic Programming.

Given n objects and a knapsack or bag. Object i has a weight $w_i$ and the knapsack has a capacity $m$. If a fraction $x_i$, $0 < 1$, of object i is placed into the knapsack, then a profit of $p_i x_i$ is earned. The objective is to obtain a filling of the knapsack that maximizes the total profit earned. Since the knapsack capacity is $m$, the total required is the weight of all chosen objects to be at most $m$.

Dynamic programming approach: To design a dynamic programming algorithm, derive a recurrence relation that expresses a solution to an instance of the knapsack problem in terms of solutions to its smaller sub instances. Consider an instance defined by the first $i$ items, $1 \leq i \leq n$, with weights $w_1, \ldots, w_i$, values $v_1, \ldots, v_i$ and knapsack capacity $j$, $1 \leq j \leq W$. Let $V[i,j]$ be the value of an optimal solution to this instance. Divide all the subsets into two categories: those that include the $i^{th}$ item and those that do not.

1) Among the subsets that do not include the $i^{th}$ item, the value of an optimal subset is, $V[i-1,j]$.

2) Among the subsets that do include the $i^{th}$ item, an optimal subset is made up of this item and an optimal subset of the first $i-1$ items that fit into the knapsack of capacity $j-w_i$. The value of such an optimal subset is $v_i + V[i-1,j-w_i]$.

Thus, the value of an optimal solution among all feasible subsets of the first $i$ items is the maximum of these two values.
The goal is to find $V[n,W]$, the maximal value of subset of the n given items that fit into the knapsack of capacity $W$, and an optimal subset itself.

```
Algorithm 0/1DKnapsack(v,w,n,W)
//Input: set of items with weight $w_i$ and value $v_i$; maximum capacity of knapsack $W$
//Output: maximum value of subset with weight at most $W$
6{
7    for w := 0 to W do
8        V[0,w] := 0;
9    for i := 1 to n do
10        for w:=0 to W do
11            if (w[i]<=w)
12                V[i,w]=max{V[i-1,w],v[i]+V[i-1,w-w[i]]};
13            else
14                V[i,w]=V[i-1,w];
15    return V[n,W];
16}
```
COMPLEXITY: The Time efficiency and Space efficiency of 0/1 Knapsack algorithm is Θ(nW).

PROGRAM:

```cpp
#include<iostream>
define MAX 50
int p[MAX],w[MAX],n;
int knapsack(int,int);
int max(int,int);
using namespace std;
int main()
{
    int m,i,optsoln;
    cout<<"Enter no. of objects: ";
    cin>>n;
    cout<<"Enter the weights:\n";
    for(i=1;i<=n;i++)
        cin>>w[i];
    cout<<"Enter the profits:\n";
    for(i=1;i<=n;i++)
        cin>>p[i];
    cout<<"Enter the knapsack capacity: ";
    cin>>m;
    optsoln=knapsack(1,m);
    cout<<"The optimal soluntion is:"<<optsoln;
}
int knapsack(int i,int m)
{
    if(i==n)
        return (w[n]>m) ? 0: p[n];
    if(w[i]>m)
        return knapsack(i+1,m);
    return max(knapsack(i+1,m),knapsack(i+1,m-w[i])+p[i]);
}
int max(int a, int b)
{
    if(a>b)
```
return a;
else
  return b;
}
**Program Number 5:**

*From a given vertex in a weighted connected graph, find shortest paths to other vertices using Dijkstra's algorithm.*

Single Source Shortest Paths Problem: For a given vertex called the source in a weighted connected graph, find the shortest paths to all its other vertices. Dijkstra’s algorithm is the best known algorithm for the single source shortest paths problem. This algorithm is applicable to graphs with nonnegative weights only and finds the shortest paths to a graph’s vertices in order of their distance from a given source. It finds the shortest path from the source to a vertex nearest to it, then to a second nearest, and so on. It is applicable to both undirected and directed graphs.

```
1 Algorithm ShortestPaths(u,cost,dist,n)
2 // dist[j], 1<j<n, is set to the length of the shortest
3 // path from vertex v to vertex j in a digraph G with n
4 // vertices. dist[v] is set to zero. G is represented by its
5 // cost adjacency matrix cost [1: n, 1:n].
6 {
7     for i:=1 to n do
8         S[i]:=false; dist[i]:=cost[v,i];
9     }
10     S[v]:=true; dist[v]:=0.0; // Put v in S.
11     for num:=2 to n do
12         {
13             // Determine n-1paths from v.
14             Choose u from among those vertices not
15             in S such that dist[u] is minimum;
16             S[u]:=true; // Put u in S.
17             for (each w adjacent to u with S[w] = false) do
18                 // Update distances.
19                 if {dist[w] > dist[u] + cost [u, w]) then
20                     dist[w]:=dist[u] +cost [u, w];
21             }
22         }
23}
```

**Complexity:** The Time complexity for Dijkstra’s algorithm is \(O(|E| \log |V|)\).

**PROGRAM:**
```cpp
#include<iostream>
using namespace std;
void dij(int source,int cost[20][20],int visited[20],int d[20],int n);
int main()
{
    int i,j,n,visited[20],source,cost[20][20],d[20];
    cout<<"Enter no. of vertices:";
    cin>>n;
    cout<<"Enter the cost adjacency matrix\n";
    for(i=1;i<=n;i++)
    {
        for(j=1;j<=n;j++)
        {
            cin>>cost[i][j];
        }
    }
    cout<<"Enter the source node:";
    cin>>source;
    dij(source,cost,visited,d,n);
    for(i=1;i<=n;i++)
    if(i!=source)
        cout<<"Shortest path from"<<source<<"to"<<i<<"is"<<d[i];
}
void dij(int source,int cost[20][20],int visited[20],int d[20],int n)
{
    int i,j,min,u,w;
    for(i=1;i<=n;i++)
    {
        visited[i]=0;
        d[i]=cost[source][i];
    }
    visited[source]=1;
    d[source]=0;
    for(j=2;j<=n;j++)
    {
        min=999;
        for(i=1;i<=n;i++)
        {
            if(!visited[i])
            {
                u=i;
                d[u]=d[source]+cost[source][i];
                if(d[u]<min)
                {
                    min=d[u];
                    u=i;
                }
            }
        }
        visited[u]=1;
        d[source]=min;
    }
}
```c
{ 
    if(d[i]<min) 
    { 
        min=d[i]; 
        u=i; 
    } 
} 
} 
visited[u]=1; 
for(w=1;w<=n; w++) 
{ 
    if(cost[u][w]!=999 && visited[w]==0) 
    { 
        if(d[w]>cost[u][w]+d[u]) 
            d[w]=cost[u][w]+d[u]; 
    } 
} 
} 

Program Number 6:
Find Minimum Cost Spanning Tree of a given undirected graph using
Kruskal's algorithm.

Kruskal's algorithm: Kruskal’s algorithm finds the minimum spanning tree for a
weighted connected graph G=(V,E) to get an acyclic sub graph with |V|-1
edges for which the sum of edge weights is the smallest. Consequently the
algorithm constructs the minimum spanning tree as an expanding sequence
of sub graphs, which are always acyclic but are not necessarily connected on the
intermediate stages of algorithm. The algorithm begins by sorting the graph’s
edges in non decreasing order of their weights. Then starting with the empty sub
graph, it scans the sorted list adding the next edge on the list to the current sub
graph if such an inclusion does not create a cycle and simply skipping the edge
otherwise.

1 Algorithm Kruskal(E , cost, n ,t)
2 // E is the set of edges in G.G has n vertices. cost [u, v] is the
3 // cost of edge (u,v). t is the set of edges in the minimum-cost
4 // spanning tree. The final cost is returned.
5 {
6     Construct a heap out of the edge costs using Heapify;
7     for i :=1 to n do parent[i]:= -1;
8     // Each vertex is in a different set.
9     i :=0; mincost:=0.0;
10    while ((i < n-1) and (heap not empty)) do
11       {
12           Delete a minimum cost edge(u,v) from the heap
13           and reheapify using Adjust;
14           j :=Find(u); k :=Find(w);
15           if (j != k) then
16               {
17                   i: =i+ 1;
18                   t [i, 1]:=u; t [i, 2]:=v;
19                   mincost:=mincost+ cost[u, v];
20                   Union(j,k);
21               }
22       }
23     if (i!=n -1) then write ("No spanning tree");
24     else return mincost;
25}

Complexity: With an efficient sorting algorithm, the time efficiency of kruskal’s
algorithm will be in O (|E| log |E|).
PROGRAM:

#include <iostream>
int ne=1, mincost=0, parent[20];
int find(int);
int uni(int, int);
using namespace std;

int main()
{
    int n, i, j, min, cost[20][20], a, b, u, v;
    cout << "Enter the no. of vertices: ";
    cin >> n;
    cout << "Enter the cost adjacency matrix: 
";
    for (i = 1; i <= n; i++)
    {
        for (j = 1; j <= n; j++)
        {
            cin >> cost[i][j];
            if (cost[i][j] == 0)
                cost[i][j] = 999;
        }
    }
    cout << "The edges of Minimum Cost Spanning Tree are 
";
    while (ne < n)
    {
        min = 999;
        for (i = 1; i <= n; i++)
        {
            for (j = 1; j <= n; j++)
            {
                if (cost[i][j] < min)
                {
                    min = cost[i][j];
                    a = u = i;
                    b = v = j;
                }
            }
        }
        u = find(u);
    }
}`
v=find(v);
if(uni(u,v))
{
    cout<<ne++<<"edge ("<<a<<","<<b<<") ="<<min<<"\n";
    mincost +=min;
}
cost[a][b]=cost[b][a]=999;
}
cout<<"\n\tMinimum cost ="<<mincost<<"\n";
}
int find(int i)
{
    while(parent[i])
    {
        parent[i];
        return i;
    }
}
int uni(int i,int j)
{
    if(i!=j)
    {
        parent[j]=i;
        return 1;
    }
    return 0;
}

Program Number 7(a):
Print all the nodes reachable from a given starting node in a digraph using BFS method.

Breadth First Search: In breadth first search start at a vertex v and mark it as having been reached (visited). The vertex v is at this time said to be unexplored. A vertex is said to have been explored by an algorithm when the algorithm has visited all vertices adjacent from it. All unvisited vertices adjacent from v are visited next. These are new unexplored vertices. Vertex v has now been explored. The newly visited vertices haven't been explored and are put onto the end of a list of unexplored vertices. The first vertex on this list is the next to be explored. Exploration continues until no unexplored vertex is left. The list of unexplored vertices operates as a queue and can be represented using any of the standard queue representation. BFS explores graph moving across to all the neighbors of last visited vertex traversals i.e., it proceeds in a concentric manner by visiting all the vertices that are adjacent to a starting vertex, then all unvisited vertices two edges apart from it and so on, until all the vertices in the same connected component as the starting vertex are visited. Instead of a stack, BFS uses queue.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm BFS(v)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Algorithm BFS(v)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 //A breadth first search of G is carried out beginning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 // at vertex v. For any node i, visited[i] = 1 if i has</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 // already been visited. The graph G and array visited [ ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 // are global; visited [ ] is initialized to zero.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 {</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 u: =v; // q is a queue of unexplored vertices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 visited[v]:=1;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 repeat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 {</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 for all vertices w adjacent from u do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 {</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 if (visited[w] = 0) then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 {</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 Add w to q; // w is unexplored.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 visited[w]:= 1;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19 if q is empty then return; // No unexplored vertex.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 Delete the nest element, u, from q;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 } until (false);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 }</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Complexity: BFS has the time complexity as $\Theta(V^2)$ for Adjacency matrix representation and $\Theta(V+E)$ for Adjacency linked list representation, where $V$ stands for vertices and $E$ stands for edges.

PROGRAM:

```c++
#include<iostream>
using namespace std;

void BFS(int a[20][20],int source,int visited[20],int n);

int main()
{
    int n,a[20][20],i,j,visited[20],source;
    cout<<"Enter the number of vertices:";
    cin>>n;
    cout<<"Enter the adjacency matrix:\n";
    for(i=1;i<=n;i++)
        for(j=1;j<=n;j++)
            cin>>a[i][j];
    for(i=1;i<=n;i++)
        visited[i]=0;
    cout<<"Enter the source node:";
    cin>>source;
    visited[source]=1;
    BFS(a,source,visited,n);
    for(i=1;i<=n;i++)
    {
        if(visited[i]!=0)
            cout<<"\nNode "<<i<<" is reachable";
        else
            cout<<"\nNode "<<i<<" is not reachable";
    }
}

void BFS(int a[20][20],int source,int visited[20],int n)
{
    int queue[20],f,r,u,v;
    f=0;
    r=-1;
    queue[++r]=source;
    while(f<=r)
u=queue[f++];
for(v=1;v<=n;v++)
{
    if(a[u][v]==1 && visited[v]==0)
    {
        queue[++r]=v;
        visited[v]=1;
    }
}

**Program Number 7(b):**
Check whether a given graph is connected or not using DFS method.

Depth First Search: A depth first search of a graph differs from a breadth first search in that the exploration of a vertex v is suspended as soon as a new vertex is reached. At this time the exploration of the new vertex u begins. When this new vertex has been explored, the exploration of v continues. The search terminates when all reached vertices have been fully explored.

Depth-first search starts visiting vertices of a graph at an arbitrary vertex by marking it as having been visited. On each iteration, the algorithm proceeds to an unvisited vertex that is adjacent to the one it is currently in. This process continues until a vertex with no adjacent unvisited vertices is encountered. At a dead end, the algorithm backs up one edge to the vertex it came from and tries to continue visiting unvisited vertices from there. The algorithm eventually halts after backing up to the starting vertex, with the latter being a dead end.

```
1 Algorithm DFS(v)
2 // Given an undirected (directed) graph G = (V, E) with
3 // n vertices and an array visited [] initially set
4 // to zero, this algorithm visits all vertices
5 // reachable from v. G and visited [] are global.
6 {
7     visited[v]:=1;
8     for each vertex w adjacent from v do
9         { 
10             if (visited[w] = 0) then DFS (w);
11         }
12 }
```

Complexity: For the adjacency matrix representation, the traversal time efficiency is \(\Theta(V^2)\) and for the adjacency linked list representation, it is in \(\Theta(V+E)\), where V and E are the number of graph’s vertices and edges respectively.

**PROGRAM:**
```cpp
#include<iostream>
using namespace std;

void DFS(int a[20][20],int u,int visited[20],int n);

int main()
{
    int n,a[20][20],i,j,visited[20],source;
    cout<<"Enter the number of vertices: ";
    cin>>n;
    cout<<"Enter the adjacency matrix:\n";
    for(i=1;i<=n;i++)
        for(j=1;j<=n;j++)
            cin>>a[i][j];
    for(i=1;i<=n;i++)
        visited[i]=0;
    cout<<"Enter the source node: ";
    cin>>source;
    DFS(a,source,visited,n);
    for(i=1;i<=n;i++)
    {
        if(visited[i]==0)
        {
            cout<<"Graph is not connected"
            exit(0);
        }
    }
    cout<<"Graph is connected"
}

void DFS(int a[20][20],int u,int visited[20],int n)
{
    int v;
    visited[u]=1;
    for(v=1;v<=n;v++)
    {
        if(a[u][v]==1 && visited[v]==0)
            DFS(a,v,visited,n);
    }
}

Program Number 8:
```
Find a subset of a given set \( S = \{s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_n\} \) of \( n \) positive integers whose sum is equal to a given positive integer \( d \). A suitable message is to be displayed if the given problem instance doesn't have a solution.

Sum of Subsets: Given \( n \) distinct positive numbers, desired to find all combinations of these numbers whose sums are \( m \). This is called the sum of subsets problem. Sum of Subset Problem is to find a subset of a given set \( S = \{s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_n\} \) of \( n \) positive integers whose sum is equal to a given positive integer \( d \). It is assumed that the set’s elements are sorted in increasing order. The state-space tree can then be constructed as a binary tree and applying backtracking algorithm, the solutions could be obtained. Some instances of the problem may have no solutions.

For example, for \( s = \{1, 2, 5, 6, 8\} \) and \( d = 9 \), there are two solutions: \( \{1, 2, 6\} \) and \( \{1, 8\} \).

```
1 Algorithm SumOfSub(s,k,r)
2 // Find all subsets of w[l: n] that sum to m. The values of x[j],
3 // 1<=j<k, have already been determined, s=∑^k-1_j=1 w[j] * x[j]
4 // and r = ∑^n_j=k w[j]. The w[j]'s are in non decreasing order.
5 // It is assumed that w[l] <= m and ∑^n_i=1 w[i] ≥ m.
6 {
7    // Generate left child. Note: s+w[k] <= m since B_{k-1} is true.
8    x[k]:=1;
9    if (s+w[k] = m) then write (x[1 : k]); // Subset found
10       // There is no recursive call here as w[j] > 0, 1<=j<=n.
11    else if (s+w[k] +w [k+1]<=m)
12       then SumOfSub (s+w[k], k+1, r-w[k]);
13 // Generate right child and evaluate B_k.
14    if ((s + r- w[k] >= m) and (s + w [k + 1] <= m)) then
15       {
16          x[k]:=0;
17          SumOfSub (s, k+1, r-w[k]);
18        }
19    }
```

Complexity: Subset sum problem solved using backtracking generates at each step maximal two new sub trees, and the running time of the bounding functions is linear, so the running time is \( O(2^n) \).
#include<iostream>
using namespace std;
void subset(int,int,int);
int x[10],w[10],d,count=0;
int main()
{
    int i,n,sum=0;
    cout<<"Enter the no. of elements:
    cin>>n;
    cout<<\nEnter the elements in ascending order:\n    for(i=0;i<n;i++)
        cin>>w[i];
    cout<<\nEnter the sum:
    cin>>d;
    for(i=0;i<n;i++)
        sum=sum+w[i];
    if(sum<d)
    {
        cout<<"No solution\n"
    }
    subset(0,0,sum);
    if(count==0)
    {
        cout<<"No solution\n"
    }
}
void subset(int cs,int k,int r)
{
    int i;
    x[k]=1;
    if(cs+w[k]==d)
    {
        cout<<\n\nSubset"<<++count<<\n";
        for(i=0;i<=k;i++)
            if(x[i]==1)
                cout<<w[i]<<\t
        else
            else
if(cs+w[k]+w[k+1]<=d)
subset(cs+w[k],k+1,r-w[k]);
if(cs+r-w[k]>=d && cs+w[k]<=d)
{
x[k]=0;
subset(cs,k+1,r-w[k]);
}

Program Number 9:
Implement any scheme to find the optimal solution for the Traveling Salesperson problem and then solve the same problem instance using any approximation algorithm and determine the error in the approximation.
Traveling Salesperson problem: Given n cities, a salesperson starts at a specified city (source), visit all n-1 cities only once and return to the city from where he has started. The objective of this problem is to find a route through the cities that minimizes the cost and thereby maximizing the profit. Let \( G = (V, E) \) be a directed graph with edge costs \( c_{ij} \). The variable \( c_{ij} \) is defined such that \( C_{ij} > 0 \) for all \( i \) and \( j \) and \( C_{ij} = \infty \) if \( <i,j> \) does not belong to \( E \). Let \(|V| = n\) and assume \( n > 1 \). A tour of \( G \) is a directed simple cycle that includes every vertex in \( V \). The cost of a tour is the sum of the cost of the edges on the tour. The traveling salesperson problem is to find a tour of minimum cost.

To solve the TSP using the Brute-Force approach, you must calculate the total number of routes and then draw and list all the possible routes. Calculate the distance of each route and then choose the shortest one—this is the optimal solution. This method breaks a problem to be solved into several sub-problems.

The Nearest Neighbor Algorithm is an approximate algorithm for finding a sub-optimal solution to the TSP. In this algorithm, it starts with a city as a starting city and repeatedly visits all the cities until all the cities have been visited exactly once.
Step 1: Choose an arbitrary city as start.
Step 2: Repeat the following operations until all the cities have been visited: go to the unvisited city nearest the one visited last.
Step 3: Return to the starting city.

**PROGRAM:**

```cpp
#include<iostream>
```
using namespace std;
int s,c[100][100],ver;
float optimum=999,sum;
void swap(int v[], int i, int j)
{
    int t;
    t = v[i];
    v[i] = v[j];
    v[j] = t;
}
void brute_force(int v[], int n, int i)
{
    int j,sum1,k;
    if (i == n)
    {
        if(v[0]==s)
        {
            for (j=0; j<n; j++)
                cout<<v[j]<<"t";
            sum1=0;
            for( k=0;k<n-1;k++)
            {
                sum1=sum1+c[v[k]][v[k+1]];
            }
            sum1=sum1+c[v[n-1]][s];
            cout<<" sum= "<<sum1<<"n";
            if (sum1<optimum)
                optimum=sum1;
        }
    }
    else
    for (j=i; j<n; j++)
    {
        swap (v, i, j);
        brute_force (v, n, i+1);
        swap (v, i, j);
    }
}
void nearest_neighbour(int ver)
{
int min, p, i, j, vis[20], from;
for (i = 1; i <= ver; i++)
    vis[i] = 0;
vis[s] = 1;
from = s;
sum = 0;
for (j = 1; j < ver; j++)
{
    min = 999;
    for (i = 1; i <= ver; i++)
        if (vis[i] != 1 && c[from][i] < min && c[from][i] != 0)
        {
            min = c[from][i];
            p = i;
        }
    vis[p] = 1;
    from = p;
    sum = sum + min;
}
sum = sum + c[from][s];

int main()
{
    int ver, v[100], i, j;
    cout << "Enter n :";
    cin >> ver;
    for (i = 0; i < ver; i++)
        v[i] = i + 1;
    cout << "Enter cost matrix\n";
    for (i = 1; i <= ver; i++)
        for (j = 1; j <= ver; j++)
            cin >> c[i][j];
    cout << "\nEnter source :";
    cin >> s;
    brute_force(v, ver, 0);
    cout << "\nOptimum solution with brute force technique is=" << optimum << "\n";
    nearest_neighbour(ver);
    cout << "\nSolution with nearest neighbour technique is=" << sum << "\n";
    cout << "\nThe approximation val is=" << ((sum / optimum - 1) * 100) << ", %";
}
Program Number 10:
Find Minimum Cost Spanning Tree of a given undirected graph using Prim’s algorithm.
Prim’s algorithm finds the minimum spanning tree for a weighted connected graph \( G=(V,E) \) to get an acyclic sub graph with \(|V|-1\) edges for which the sum of edge weights is the smallest. Consequently the algorithm constructs the minimum spanning tree as expanding sub-trees. The initial sub tree in such a sequence consists of a single vertex selected arbitrarily from the set \( V \) of the graph’s vertices. On each iteration, expand the current tree in the greedy manner by simply attaching to it the nearest vertex not in that tree. The algorithm stops after all the graph’s vertices have been included in the tree being constructed.

```plaintext
Algorithm Prim(E,cost,n,t)
1 // E is the set of edges in G. cost[1: n , 1: n] is the cost
2 // adjacency matrix of an n vertex graph such that cost[i,j] is
3 // either a positive real number or ∞ if no edge (i,j) exists.
4 // A minimum spanning tree is computed and stored as a set of
5 // edges in the array t[1: n-1,1: 2]. (t[i,1],t[i,2]) is an edge in
6 // the minimum-cost spanning tree. The final cost is returned.
7 {
8     Let (k,l) be an edge of minimum cost in E;
9     mincost:= cost[k,l];
10    t[1,1]:=k;     t[1,2]:=l;
11    for i :=1 to n do // Initialize near.
12        if (cost[i,l] < cost[i,k]) then near[i]:=l;
13        else near[i]:=k;
14    near[k]:=near[l]:=0;
15    for i :=2 to n-1 do
16        Let j be an index such that near[j] ≠ 0 and
17            cost[j, near[j]] is minimum;
18        t[i,1]:=j;     t[i,2]:=near[j];
19        mincost:=mincost+ cost[j, near[j]];
20        near[j]:=0;
21    for k :=1to n do // Update near[].
22        if ((near[k] ≠ 0) and(cost[k,near[k]] > cost[k,j]))
23            then near[k]:=j;
24    }
25    return mincost;
26}
```

Complexity: The time complexity of Prim’s algorithm will be in \( O(|E| \log |V|) \).

**PROGRAM:**
```cpp
#include<iostream>
using namespace std;
int ne=1,min_cost=0;
int main()
{
    int n,i,j,min,cost[20][20],a,u,v,source,visited[20];
cout<<"Enter the no. of nodes:";
cin>>n;
cout<<"Enter the cost matrix:\n";
for(i=1;i<=n;i++)
{
    for(j=1;j<=n;j++)
    {
        cin>>cost[i][j];
    }
}
for(i=1;i<=n;i++)
    visited[i]=0;
cout<<"Enter the root node:";
cin>>source;
visited[source]=1;
cout<<"\nMinimum cost spanning tree is\n";
while(ne<n)
{
    min=999;
    for(i=1;i<=n;i++)
    {
        for(j=1;j<=n;j++)
        {
            if(cost[i][j]<min)
            if(visited[i]==0)
                continue;
            else
            {
                min=cost[i][j];
a=u=i;
b=v=j;
            }
        }
    }
    ne++;
}
}````
if(visited[u]==0||visited[v]==0)
{
    cout<<"\nEdge"<<ne++<<"\n(t("<<a<<"->"<<b<<")="<<min;
    min_cost=min_cost+min;
    visited[b]=1;
}
cost[a][b]=cost[b][a]=999;
}
cout<<"\nMinimum cost="<<min_cost<<"\n";
}

Program Number 11:
Implement All-Pairs Shortest Paths Problem using Floyd's algorithm.
Parallelize this algorithm, implement it using OpenMP and determine the speed-up achieved.

Floyd’s algorithm is applicable to both directed and undirected graphs provided that they do not contain a cycle of negative length. It is convenient to record the lengths of shortest path in an n- by-n matrix D called the distance matrix. The
element \(d_{ij}\) in the \(i^{th}\) row and \(j^{th}\) column of matrix indicates the length of shortest path from the \(i^{th}\) vertex to \(j^{th}\) vertex \((1 \leq i, j \leq n)\).

The element in the \(i^{th}\) row and \(j^{th}\) column of the current matrix \(D^{(k-1)}\) is replaced by the sum of elements in the same row \(i\) and \(k^{th}\) column and in the same column \(j\) and the \(k^{th}\) column if and only if the latter sum is smaller than its current value.

```
Algorithm Floyd(W[1..n,1..n])
1//Implements Floyd’s algorithm for the all-pairs shortest paths problem
2//Input: The weight matrix W of a graph
3//Output: The distance matrix of shortest paths length
4{
5    D: = W;
6    for k:=1 to n do
7      { for i:= 1 to n do
8          { for j ← 1 to n do
9              { D [i,j] ← min ( D[i, j], D[i, k]+D[k, j] )
10              }
11          }
12      }
13    return D
14}
```

**Complexity:** The time efficiency of Floyd’s algorithm is cubic i.e. \(\Theta (n^3)\).

**PROGRAM:**
```
#include<iostream>
using namespace std;
void floyd(int[10][10],int);
int min(int,int);
int main()
{
    int n,a[10][10],i,j;
```
cout << "Enter the no.of nodes:
"; 
cin >> n;
cout << "Enter the cost adjacency matrix\n";
for (i = 1; i <= n; i++)
for (j = 1; j <= n; j++)
cin >> a[i][j];
floyd(a, n);
}
void floyd(int a[10][10], int n)
{
    int d[10][10], i, j, k;
    for (i = 1; i <= n; i++)
    {
        for (j = 1; j <= n; j++)
            d[i][j] = a[i][j];
    }
    for (k = 1; k <= n; k++)
    {
        for (i = 1; i <= n; i++)
        {
            for (j = 1; j <= n; j++)
            {
                d[i][j] = min(d[i][j], d[i][k] + d[k][j]);
            }
        }
    }
    cout << "The distance matrix is
";
    for (i = 1; i <= n; i++)
    {
        for (j = 1; j <= n; j++)
        {
            cout << d[i][j] << "t";
        }
        cout << "n";
    }
}
int min (int a, int b)
{
    if (a < b)
        return a;
Program Number 12:
Implement N Queen's problem using Back Tracking.

N Queen's problem: The n-queens problem consists of placing n queens on an n x n chessboard so that no two queens attack each other by being in the same row or in the same column or on the same diagonal. The queens are arranged in such a way that they do not threaten each other, according to the rules of the game of chess. Every queen on a chessboard square can reach the other square that is located on the same horizontal, vertical, and diagonal line. So there can be at most
one queen at each horizontal line, at most one queen at each vertical line, and at most one queen at each of the diagonal lines. This problem can be solved by the backtracking technique. The concept behind backtracking algorithm used to solve this problem is to successively place the queens in columns. When it is impossible to place a queen in a column, the algorithm backtracks and adjusts a preceding queen.

Algorithm NQueens (k,n)
1 // Using backtracking, this procedure prints all
2 // possible placements of n queens on an n x n
3 // chessboard so that they are non-attacking.
4 {
5     for i: =1 to n do
6         if Place (k,i) then
7             x[k]:=i;
8             if (k = n) then write (x[1 : n]);
9             else NQueens (k+1, n);
10         }
11 }

Algorithm Place (k,i)
1 // Returns true if a queen can be placed in kth row and
2 // ith column. Otherwise it returns false. x[ ] is a
3 // global array whose first (k-1) values have been set.
4 // Abs(r) returns the absolute value of r.
5 {
6     for j: =1 to k-1 do
7         if (((x[j] = i) // Two in the same column
8             or (Abs(x[j] - i) = Abs (j - k)))
9             // or in the same diagonal
10                 then return false;
11         return true;
12 }
13 }

Complexity: The time complexity of the N Queens problem is O (n!).

PROGRAM:

#include<iostream>
#include<math.h>
using namespace std;

void nqueens(int);
int place(int[],int);
void printsolution(int,int[]);

int main()
{
    int n;
    cout<<"Enter the no.of queens:";
    cin>>n;
    nqueens(n);
}

void nqueens(int n)
{
    int x[10],count=0,k=1;
    x[k]=0;
    while(k!=0)
    {
        x[k]=x[k]+1;
        while(x[k]<=n&&!place(x,k))
        x[k]=x[k]+1;
        if(x[k]<=n)
        {
            if(k==n)
            {
                count++;
                cout<<"nSolution"<<count<<"n";
                printsolution(n,x);
            }
            else
            {
                k++;
                x[k]=0;
            }
        }
        else
        {
            k--;
        }
    }
}
int place(int x[], int k)
{
    int i;
    for(i=1; i<k; i++)
        if(x[i] == x[k] || (abs(x[i] - x[k]) == abs(i - k))
            return 0;
    return 1;
}

void printsolution(int n, int x[])
{
    int i, j;
    char c[10][10];
    for(i=1; i<=n; i++)
    {
        for(j=1; j<=n; j++)
            c[i][j] = 'X';
    }
    for(i=1; i<=n; i++)
        c[i][x[i]] = 'Q';
    for(i=1; i<=n; i++)
    {
        for(j=1; j<=n; j++)
        {
            cout << c[i][j] << "\t";
        }
        cout << "\n";
    }
}